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Introduction
Lithium Sulfur (Li-S) batteries are a promising substitute to conventional
batteries owing to its high theoretical capacity (1675mAh g-1). While Li-S
batteries have a high theoretical capacity, it has a more complex chemistry
then conventional Li-ion batteries with several intermediate stages resulting
in volumetric changes, dissolution of Li-S in the electrolyte and the shuttle
effect often which impede the cyclability of Li-S batteries. (2)
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▪ Alternative doping methods which will not

alter the microporosity and surface area of
lignin can be employed

▪ Chemical Vapor deposition technique for lignin
could be carried out at lower temperatures to
ensure that the structure was not altered as a
result of additional heat treatment

▪ Room for improvement to reach theoretical
specific capacity
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Intern bio

This experimental study looks at the effects of Sulfur (S) doping on the
cathode and how it affects battery performance. S doping is an area of
interest due to mixed findings in literature on the effects of S doping.

▪ Pan et al.(1) suggests two pathways when doped with S, encapsulation and
non encapsulation. a) Encapsulation of S hinders performance while b)
non-encapsulation improves performance. (Illustration under Morphology)
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• A variety of carbon fibres were tested, this poster focuses on Kraft Lignin (KLignin) and Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) due to the trends observed between them

• CNT was first activated by heating to 1000oC while KLignin was first carbonized at 1000oC followed by Chemical Vapor Deposition of S at 500oC

• Testing performed in Half Cells vs. Li Metal anode, Li2S8 catholyte at 50% S loading on carbon fibre, Galvanostatic charge/discharge at 0.1C during cycling

S-Dope Kraft Lignin1μm S-Dope CNT100nm

• Encapsulated deposition of S on KLignin while Non-Encapsulated
deposition of S on CNT (Brighter spots indicate sulfur depositions)

1μm 2.15% S S Dope Klignin 100nm 0.78% S S Dope CNT

Discussion & Conclusion
Conversely, S Doping reduced specific capacity for the Kraft Lignin cathode
1. Filling of micro and mesopores reduce S.A hence interactions with Li-ions
2. Encapsulation results in non confined deposition during cycling
3. Insulation of carbon fibre electrodes reduce conductivity

For CNT, S doping was found to improve the cyclability of the cell
1. Increase in surface roughness improves interactions(3)

2. Non encapsulated deposition of S act as nucleation sites, deposition is
confined and insulation reduced during cycling

3. Mesopores act as sites to trap S while Li-ions move freely (4)

• Improved CNT specific capacity while decreased KLignin specific capacity

Surface Properties

• BET indicated decrease in Surface Area (S.A) for KLignin and increase
in S.A for CNT, consistent with changes in porosity

• SEM morphology consistent with pathway described in literature(1)

Pathway
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